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18:22 Â·Triumphs in rehabilitation: the
British MRC Prison Study, 1974-9. This

paper argues that the MRC Prison Study
has provided a context within which the

new rehabilitation paradigm can be
evaluated. As the study has not yet

become as familiar to the readership of
this journal as the reports of the Royal

Commission of 1948 and 1981, an early
review of the study is given. Trends over

the study's 25-year course are
highlighted and evidence is adduced to

explain why these are relevant to the new
rehabilitation paradigm. The second part
of the paper consists of a review of the

contribution of the study to the
rehabilitation debate, using the ideas and

research of the study's main author,
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Patrick Forest.TOKYO -- Japan's Cabinet
said Saturday it will seek to reinterpret
the country's constitution so that the

Imperial Household Agency can continue
to maintain the emperor's official

residences. The Cabinet approved a
resolution that demands the government

to act swiftly after a recent high court
ruling quashed the Imperial Household

Agency's authorization of the
maintenance of the emperor's homes in

Tokyo and Kyoto, which are also the
emperor's official residences. The

emperor is bound to retire in October and
his residence in the Imperial Palace in

Tokyo will be closed. But the
authorization of public maintenance of

the emperor's residences is needed for a
smooth transition to the emperor's son

and designated heir. The session of
Cabinet, which did not identify its source

of authority, said the government will
"take all necessary measures within the
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shortest possible time" to address the
issue. The Cabinet session was held at
the Japanese Imperial Palace, which is

also the palace where the imperial family
lives. The Cabinet also said the emperor's

sons will be assigned more duties. An
official at the Cabinet said the Cabinet

plans to request the government to order
the Imperial Household Agency to update

its annual budget so that the agency's
total expenditure comes closer to ¥30

billion (about $285 million). The Imperial
Household Agency is the private agency
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